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Executive Summary

This report summarizes and assesses open-source evidence about transnational ties between violent extremist groups based in the United States and foreign state and non-state actors. Its scope is restricted to racially and ethnically motivated violent extremists (RMVE) and anti-government, anti-authority violent extremists (AGAAVE). These types of extremism include white supremacism, Neo-Nazism, anti-Semitism, accelerationism (the belief that violence is necessary to bring about chaos and societal collapse), and beliefs in New World Order conspiracies, among other racist, xenophobic, and anti-government beliefs.

Importantly, most of our assessment focuses on the transnational ties of organizations or groups rather than rank and file individual members or followers of these groups. It draws from the detailed group profiles researched and developed by the Mapping Militants Project. U.S.-based groups analyzed in this report include the Atomwaffen Division, The Base, Rise Above Movement, Patriot Front, Proud Boys, and Three Percenters. Whereas the Three Percenters dates from 2008, the other groups got their start in the period from 2015 to 2018. The foreign organizations include the Russian Imperial Movement, Azov Battalion, Order of Nine Angles, Nordic Resistance Movement, and Feuerkrieg Division. We also discuss the possibility that foreign state actors, specifically the Russian Federation, are linked to U.S.-based groups.

Based on this research, we find:

- Based on our review of open-source information, we find little evidence that U.S.-based RMVE and AGAAVE groups engage in widespread or systematic cooperation with foreign state and non-state actors. Rather, the connections that do exist across national borders are episodic, informal, fluid, and largely undirected, and most involve vocal online communities rather than offline contacts.

- The lack of widespread or systematic cooperation may be due to several factors that make transnational relationship-building less desirable or more difficult. These factors include differences over goals and ideologies, doubts that transnational cooperation is necessary or beneficial, and the fluid nature of these organizations. RMVE groups appear more likely to share the beliefs of similar foreign groups (e.g., white supremacy). We find that RMVE groups have built more transnational connections than AGAAVE groups, which appear more isolated and have fewer international ties. We also suspect that differences between RMVE and AGAAVE ideologies have made RMVE-AGAAVE cooperation less appealing.

- Although most radicalization and mobilization activities take place online, meeting in person is still an important component of transnational interaction. We note instances of training, conferences, marches, rallies, and public entertainment events such as mixed martial arts competitions and music festivals that have involved making an effort to travel internationally. Recently the leader of the Rise Above Movement was arrested in Rumania.

- Although, in general, few “foreign fighters” from the United States are traveling to fight in Ukraine, we find that the ties between Ukrainian extremists and U.S.-based RMVE groups are the most explicit physical transnational connections in our data. We cite evidence that the Atomwaffen Division and the Rise Above Movement are connected to extremists in Ukraine. Members of The Base have also reportedly considered traveling to Ukraine.

- We find no open-source evidence that the Russian Government directly engages with, condones, or assists any
U.S.-based extremist group. However, some RMVE extremists in the United States may be open to building a relationship with the Russian Federation, and the Russia-based Russian Imperial Movement has connections to U.S. citizens. Russian-directed social media campaigns have also attempted to spread misinformation and amplify RMVE and AGAAVE rhetoric online, but the extent of Russian Government involvement is unclear.

In general, the violent RMVE and AGAAVE universe is characterized by unstructured, unsystematic, and loose connections that are both online and physical. These relationships are so far shallow and sporadic rather than deep and sustained. We do not see strong institutionalized cooperation or regular joint operational planning, although there is imitation and diffusion of ideas and tactics, largely online. Despite the potential for greater unity, there is currently little centralization; indeed, centrifugal forces remain strong. These divisive forces include ideological conflicts as well as the diffused organizational make-up of extremist groups. It is clear, however, that the U.S. Government should not neglect the threat. Policymakers, analysts, and other officials should be alert to indications of strengthening transnational connections, both physical and virtual.
Introduction

The threat posed by racially and ethnically motivated violent extremists (RMVE) and anti-government, anti-authority violent extremists (AGAAVE) in the United States has grown increasingly transnational.1 In the last decade, several new RMVE and AGAAVE organizations have emerged in the United States with dedicated international outreach strategies, including plans to establish new chapters abroad and make cross-border contact with like-minded extremists. These transnational connections provide opportunities for extremists to spread their ideologies; learn new tactics; gain battlefield experience; and secure resources and support to strengthen their organizations.

Due to the unique challenges posed by a U.S.-based threat, governments may need to develop new countermeasures that differ from traditional counterterrorism tools.2 A deeper understanding of the transnational dimension of the threat is necessary to inform any new policies or approaches. A report published in 2022 by the United Nations Secretary-General assessed:

The rising threat posed by terrorist attacks on the basis of xenophobia, racism or intolerance, or in the name of religion or belief, has been identified as a concern by a number of Member States. While such terrorism remains primarily domestic in focus, the motives, inspiration and goals underpinning such attacks are increasingly shared transnationally. Information suggests that such groups have increased their efforts online to form new connections, misuse the Internet and social media to exploit grievances and spread hateful narratives across borders, undermining inclusive and resilient societies. However, the emerging nature of the threat and the current lack of rigorous data and studies on its breadth and scope, presents challenges and requires further research.3

The purpose of this report is to help guide such a research program and aid policy makers by briefly summarizing the open-source evidence about ties between extremist groups based in the United States and foreign actors. Its contents draw upon open-source research conducted by the Mapping Militants Project. The profiles and data visualizations – including genealogical “maps” and network diagrams – consulted for this report are published online at https://mappingmilitants.org. Importantly, the majority of this report focuses on summarizing the transnational ties of violent non-state organizations rather than individual followers or political parties.4 We focus on evidence of connections between both state and non-state actors. These connections encompass a broad range of interactions, including alliances, messaging, mutual encouragement, attending the same conferences or training camps, and sharing of materials, symbols, and aesthetics.

In general, the violent RMVE and AGAAVE universe is characterized by unstructured connections. Overall, we find that organizational ties and relationships in RMVE and AGAAVE milieux are typically less formalized and systematic than those of many armed groups studied by terrorism researchers (e.g., jihadists). Formal and binding pledges of allegiance to an emir or leader, for example, would not be characteristic of the RMVE and AGAAVE extremist universe. Below we outline the forms of relationships that will be discussed further in our report:

Networking and Acquaintances. Groups may make attempts to network informally with other extremists, whether online or at in-person conferences or events (e.g., rallies, marches, music festivals, or martial arts competitions). Contacts may be anticipated but not planned in advance. Organizations engaged in these loose relationships could be described as acquaintances: their contact is casual and sporadic. Followers of several different groups may attend the
same events, such as rallies or street clashes with counter-protesters, without being directed by the group leadership to do so. This loose cooperation does not require ideological conformity. For example, group members associated with the U.S. anti-government movement have attended events with white supremacist groups, yet they do not formally cooperate with these groups and make public efforts to distance themselves ideologically. Personal connections play a role in this form of linkage.

**Online communities.** Many interactions take place online, and this ubiquitous virtual contact has drawn close attention from researchers. Online manifestos justifying violence and calling for imitation are widely disseminated across national borders through social media as well as encrypted channels such as Telegram. This form of linkage often involves the exchange of ideas, symbols, iconography, and memes. Governments can also use virtual channels to spread disinformation and amplify extremist messaging. It is difficult to measure the overall impact of these virtual connections beyond explicit statements claiming inspiration for violence, citing ideology, or asserting affiliation with existing extremists. There are a few examples of recruitment of U.S. nationals by foreign groups via online channels (e.g., Feuerkrieg Division, Order of Nine Angles).

**Establishing foreign affiliates.** Some groups in the U.S. RMVE sector deliberately call for the establishment of “chapters” or affiliates abroad. In other cases, foreign affiliates may develop on their own and self-identify as an affiliate, using the group name or brand without receiving direction from the central U.S.-based organization. The allegiance of foreign affiliates can be questionable; they often appear to enjoy considerable autonomy. Such nominal affiliations appear most often to be a form of branding rather than an indication of close cooperation.

**Volunteering in foreign conflicts.** The war in Ukraine and the prominence of the Azov Battalion as well as its international outreach efforts have encouraged some small number of foreign fighters from the U.S. RMVE sector (e.g., Atomwaffen Division, The Base, Rise Above Movement). It is difficult to obtain precise numbers of volunteers.

While we find evidence of transnational connections for several U.S. and European organizations, there appear to be limits to this internationalization. Conflicting ideological beliefs, xenophobic tendencies, leadership quarrels, and high levels of mistrust impede coordination. Support for nativism and xenophobic policies in one country conflicts with the preferences expressed by followers in other countries. For example, neo-fascist, white supremacist followers in Europe reject the growing support for ultra-nationalist and neo-fascist politics in Southeast Asia by ethnic Chinese and Malay extremists. Within Europe, a festival fell into disarray as ultra-nationalist Germans challenged the presence of Polish and “other foreign skinheads.” The isolationist tendencies of other sectors, such as the U.S. AGAAVE movement, can also impede coordination. These innate barriers to the global expansion of this violent movement may inhibit transnational spread, although contagion via social media channels is unlikely to dissipate.

We find no open-source evidence that the Russian Government directly engages with, condones, or assists any U.S.-based extremist group. However, some RMVE extremists in the United States may be open to building a relationship with the Russian Federation, and the Russia-based Russian Imperial Movement has connections to U.S. citizens. Russian-directed social media campaigns have also attempted to spread misinformation and amplify RMVE and AGAAVE rhetoric online, but the extent of Russian Government involvement is unclear.

We draw on evidence from the Mapping Militants Project to support this assessment. In the following sections, we begin by describing our approach and providing a brief overview of the ideological composition of the violent extremist.
groups based in the United States that are the subject of this analysis. We then summarize the extent and nature of transnational connections between U.S.-based organizations and extremist groups operating aboard. We also discuss the largely clandestine and limited involvement of Russia in promoting U.S. extremist messaging.

Sample and Methodology

Our analysis focuses on a sample of the organizations and ideologies associated with RMVE and AGAAVE ideologies. In a 2022 intelligence assessment, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation warned that groups and individuals associated with RMVE and AGAAVE posed the most lethal and pressing domestic terrorism threat in the United States.10

In this document, RMVE is defined as deriving from “political or social agendas which are deemed to derive from bias, often related to race, held by the actor against others, including a given population group. Racially or ethnically motivated violent extremists (RMVEs) use both political and religious justifications to support their racially- or ethnically-based ideological objectives and criminal activities.”11 RMVE adherents seek to protect their racial or ethnic identity, which they believe to be under threat by foreign people, organizations, and ideas.12 RMVE is a mixture of racist, anti-Semitic, xenophobic, homophobic, and misogynistic beliefs. RMVE ideologies include white supremacism – the belief that the white race and white culture are superior – and white nationalism – the view that countries or nations should be organized around a white national identity, sometimes advocating for the establishment of a white ethnostate.13 In general, actions taken by RMVE groups aim to denigrate minorities and promote ethnic, racial, cultural, religious, or linguistic uniformity in society.14 Some RMVE followers advocate for the adoption of accelerationist tactics in pursuit of their broader ideological goals. Broadly, “accelerationism” refers to instigating the collapse of what adherents see as a deeply flawed social order. Accelerationists have been responsible for perpetrating “lone wolf” terrorist attacks against civilians to provoke a race war and trigger the impending breakdown of society.15

The 2022 intelligence assessment defines AGAAVE as encompassing “anti-government or anti-authority sentiment, including opposition to perceived economic, social, or racial hierarchies, or perceived government overreach, negligence, or illegitimacy. This threat category typically includes threats from anarchist violent extremists (AVEs), militia violent extremists (MVEs), and sovereign citizen violent extremists (SCVEs).”16 In general, AGAAVE ideologies are characterized by a mistrust of federal authority, fear of foreign influence, and the need for paramilitary self-defense.17 AGAAVE groups believe the federal government – sometimes operating through a network of “Deep State” actors or foreign agents – is working to take away their constitutional rights. For example, the “New World Order” conspiracy theory holds that a group of elites is working to establish a global government that will enable the subjugation of the world’s population, including all Americans.18 In the face of these perceived threats to their personal freedoms, some AGAAVE followers prepare to engage in self-defense by stockpiling weapons, organizing militias, and participating in paramilitary training sessions.

RMVE and AGAAVE ideologies are not mutually exclusive; followers may mix nativist beliefs with racist or anti-government sentiments. The blending of many extremist beliefs across organizations – “salad bar” ideologies, according to one FBI official – has created some commonalities and fostered positive interactions among groups.19

Hundreds of RMVE and AGAAVE organizations are based in the United States.20 These include local militias (e.g., Idaho Light Foot Militia), street gangs (e.g., Rise Above Movement), and organizations with national leadership (e.g., Oath Keepers). Our report focuses on transnational relationships among organized groups, not cross-border ties between
individual followers of highly unstructured online networks or diffuse movements (e.g., QAnon, Sovereign Citizens).

Much existing research on transnational ties in the global extremist ecosystem has focused on online relationships between individual actors using the same hashtags or message boards, while group-to-group interactions and in-person meet-ups, trips, and networking events have received less attention from scholars. This report contributes new analysis of inter-organizational ties between RMVE and AGAAVE organizations in the United States, extremist groups operating abroad, and state actors.

This analysis draws on data collected by the Mapping Militants Project (MMP). All of the groups included in this report have full profiles on the MMP website. To construct a dataset of RMVE and AGAAVE group ties, MMP researchers began by investigating one prominent group operating abroad – the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) – and one prominent group operating in the United States – the Atomwaffen Division. At the start of their research, RIM had just been included on the U.S. Specially Designated Global Terrorists list, and the Atomwaffen Division was also reportedly considered for U.S. designation. MMP researchers compiled, analyzed, and synthesized open-source materials to compose long-form group profiles that document each group’s organizational history, leadership, ideology, intergroup connections, and other organizational characteristics. These profiles are publicly available online at mappingmilitants.org. MMP researchers then used these profiles to identify other organizations that should be considered for research, including the Azov Battalion (Ukraine), the Rise Above Movement (USA), and The Base (USA).

Since most AGAAVE organizations in the United States are not directly connected to RMVE groups, we followed a similar process to introduce AGAAVE groups into our sample. We first identified a prominent AGAAVE group – the Oath Keepers – and traced its ties to other organizations of interest, including the Three Percenters and Proud Boys.

During this process, MMP researchers collected, analyzed, and synthesized any information about the nature of connections between multiple actors in our data. In particular, MMP researchers coded the presence of five types of relationships: alliances, affiliations, rivalries, splinters, and mergers. These relationships are either virtual, physical, or both.

It is important to note that this sampling procedure selects on the most visible and active RMVE and AGAAVE organizations. Our sample is not systematically collected, meaning that some organizations and relationships are missing from our sample. The data also selects on the existence of relationships and thus cannot be used directly to determine whether the presence or absence of ties between actors are frequent or infrequent or if they are associated with certain organizational characteristics, behavior, or outcomes.

However, this sampling method has several advantages. First, it can allow us to quickly get a sense of the nature and types of relationships that exist among prominent extremist groups in the United States and abroad. In particular, we can speak in great detail about actors of specific interest to the United States Government, including the Russian Imperial Movement, the Atomwaffen Division, and many domestic groups associated with the January 6 assault on the U.S. Capitol. Second, it can also enable us to qualitatively assess, conditional on having a relationship, how transnational ties might influence the organizational behavior, motivations, and resources of groups in our data. The detailed information collected for each group allows us to analyze how transnational connections affect the development of group structures, resources, ideologies, membership, leadership, and tactics and strategies.

The remainder of this report draws on MMP research to summarize the transnational ties of RMVE and AGAAVE organizations based in the United States and abroad. More information about each of these groups, and the accompanying dataset of their relationships, can be downloaded from mappingmilitants.org. It should be noted that several RMVE and AGAAVE groups researched by MMP – including the Oath Keepers and Patriot Prayer – are excluded from this report because they lack international connections, but their full profiles are available online.
Transnational Linkages of U.S.-based RMVE and AGAAVE Organizations

In general, the violent RMVE and AGAAVE universe is characterized by unstructured connections. While we find evidence of transnational connections for several U.S. and European organizations, there appear to be limits to this internationalization. Based on the evidence summarized in the following sections, we assess that U.S.-based RMVE and AGAAVE groups do not engage in widespread or systematic cooperation with foreign state and non-state actors. The connections that do exist across national borders are episodic, informal, fluid, and largely undirected, and most involve vocal online communities rather than offline contacts.

Among groups in our sample, we identify fewer transnational ties for AGAAVE groups than for RMVE groups. We find evidence that groups like the Proud Boys and Three Percenters have ideological connections — though no operational or physical connections — to associated chapters in Canada and Australia. In contrast, we find that RMVE groups have engaged in more transnational outreach and networking, most notably to extremists based in Ukraine. Some U.S.-based RMVE groups, like the Atomwaffen Division, have distinct international ambitions, but their efforts to engage in sustained cooperation have been unsuccessful. Most of their transnational operations consist of one-time meetings, events, or trips. Longer-term relationships are largely only expressed online or through group names and identities (e.g., several accelerationist groups in Europe use the same name and iconography as the U.S.-based Atomwaffen Division, of which they claim to be affiliates).

Types of transnational ties

In general, we observe four types of transnational relationships among RMVE and AGAAVE groups in our sample:

**Networking and Acquaintances.** Groups may make attempts to network informally with other extremists, whether online or at in-person conferences or events (e.g., rallies, marches, music festivals, or martial arts competitions). Contacts may be anticipated but not planned in advance. Organizations engaged in these loose relationships could be described as acquaintances: their contact is casual and sporadic.

Followers of several different groups may attend the same events, such as rallies or street clashes with counter-protesters, without being directed by the group leadership to do so. This loose cooperation does not require ideological conformity. For example, group members associated with the U.S. anti-government movement have attended events with white supremacist groups, yet they do not formally cooperate with these groups and make public efforts to distance themselves ideologically. Personal connections play a role in this form of linkage.

**Online communities.** Many interactions take place online. Online manifestos justifying violence and calling for imitation are widely disseminated across national borders through social media as well as encrypted channels such as Telegram. This form of linkage often involves the exchange of ideas, symbols, iconography, and memes. Governments can also use virtual channels to spread disinformation and amplify extremist messaging. It is difficult to measure the overall impact of these virtual connections beyond explicit statements claiming inspiration for violence, citing ideology,
Establishing foreign affiliates. Some groups in the U.S. RMVE sector deliberately call for the establishment of “chapters” or affiliates abroad. For example, at its inception in 2016 Proud Boys claimed to have a number of foreign affiliates. In other cases, foreign affiliates may develop on their own and self-identify as an affiliate, using the group name or brand without receiving direction from the central U.S.-based organization (e.g., Atomwaffen Division/National Socialist Order). The allegiance of foreign affiliates can be questionable; they often appear to enjoy considerable autonomy. Such nominal affiliations appear most often to be a form of branding rather than an indication of close cooperation.

Volunteering in foreign conflicts. The war in Ukraine and the prominence of the Azov Battalion as well as its international outreach efforts have encouraged some small number of foreign fighters from the U.S. RMVE sector (e.g., Atomwaffen Division, The Base, Rise Above Movement). It is difficult to obtain precise numbers of volunteers.

Assessing the strength and danger of international connections

The lack of widespread or systematic cooperation among AGAAVE and RMVE groups may be due to several factors that make transnational relationship-building less desirable or more difficult. First, RMVE and AGAAVE groups are ideologically diverse. For example, we may observe little cooperation between RMVE and AGAAVE organizations because they do not share the same goals or motivations. Several AGAAVE groups in the United States have made efforts to actively distance themselves from RMVE organizations advocating white supremacy or white nationalism. For example, the leader of the Oath Keepers declared that the group would not participate in events alongside “known white nationalists.” He stated publicly: “I dislike the neo-Nazis more than Anti-fa, since they try to worm their way in and by doing so, they harm the cause of liberty far more than the radical leftists could ever do.”

Additionally, some RMVE and AGAAVE groups may not see transnational cooperation as necessary or beneficial to their mission. U.S.-based AGAAVE organizations are largely focused on protecting themselves from the United States Government, while AGAAVE groups and movements operating outside the United States (e.g., Germany’s Reichsbürger movement) see their own country’s government as the enemy. Given these different adversaries, transnational cooperation may not be seen as useful by AGAAVE group members.

Finally, the fluid nature of many RMVE and AGAAVE organizations may impede cooperation. In most of the groups we study in this report, organizational structures and identities are loose and decentralized. Many group operations are organized without any specific direction from a central leadership. Even among organizations with a national presence (e.g., Proud Boys), local chapters have significant autonomy and make many decisions independently. Membership in most RMVE and AGAAVE groups is highly fluid, and individuals can belong to multiple groups at one time. A high level of mistrust and disagreement accompanies this organizational incoherence; for example, leaderless resistance as an organizational strategy (a key tenet of white supremacist accelerationism) does not easily lend itself to a coordinated global movement.

Even among groups that do engage in international outreach, the transnational connections we observe today seem unlikely to lead to coordinated mass-casualty attacks. Groups share ideas, tactics, and resources in these international relationships, but we do not observe efforts to systematically organize large-scale acts of violence. However, these ties may spread and reinforce dangerous ideologies that inspire individual and smaller-scale acts of violence (e.g., street fighting, brawling, hate crimes), creating the potential for violent escalation. As this ideological current gains
momentum, cooperation may increase. We see a need for further study of the conditions under which social movements shift from occasional use of violence to systematic violence and highly-planned acts of terrorism perpetrated by organized groups rather than individuals.

Although most radicalization and mobilization take place online, meeting in person is still important – we have noted instances of training, conferences, and public events such as mixed martial arts competitions or music festivals that have involved making an effort to travel internationally. Leaders of two of the groups we analyzed even relocated abroad. Although, in general, few “foreign fighters” from the United States are traveling to fight in Ukraine, we assess that the Ukrainian connection is the most explicit physical tie to U.S.-based RMVE extremist groups. We find evidence that the Atomwaffen Division and the Rise Above Movement are connected to extremists in Ukraine. Members of The Base have also reportedly considered traveling to Ukraine.

In addition to these inter-organizational relationships, we ask whether any foreign states provide aid to U.S.-based RMVE or AGAAVE groups. We focus specifically on the Russian Federation, as we see the most potential for support from this state actor. We find no open-source evidence that the Russian Government directly engages with, condones, or assists any U.S.-based extremist group. However, some RMVE extremists in the United States may be open to building a relationship with the Russian Federation, and the Russia-based Russian Imperial Movement has connected with U.S. citizens. Russian-directed social media campaigns have also attempted to spread misinformation and amplify RMVE and AGAAVE rhetoric online, but the extent of Russian Government involvement is unclear.

In the next three sections of this report, we summarize the evidence of transnational connections between U.S.-based groups and foreign state and non-state actors. It should be noted that while we do not observe widespread ties between American extremists and extremists abroad, there is clearly a potential for deeper and more systematic transnational cooperation in the future.

### U.S.-based organizations and their ties abroad

This section summarizes the transnational ties of six prominent U.S.-based RMVE and AGAAVE organizations:

- Atomwaffen Division
- The Base
- Rise Above Movement
- Patriot Front
- Proud Boys
- Three Percenters

#### Atomwaffen Division (aka the National Socialist Order)

The Atomwaffen Division (AWD) –renamed National Socialist Order (NSO) after July 2020— is an accelerationist neo-Nazi organization operating in the United States with affiliates overseas. Founded in 2015, the group is known for its anti-Semitic, anti-LGBT, and apocalyptic beliefs. AWD advocates the violent overthrow of what it calls the “System,” a catchall term for the U.S. federal government and other major societal institutions. Drawing on anti-Semitic tropes, the group contends that a failure of American democracy and capitalism has allowed a supposed Jewish oligarchy to control global power. AWD promotes the “accelerationist” doctrine that advocates violent revolution to establish a new white supremacist order. The group shares several common neo-Nazi beliefs, such as admiration for Adolf Hitler,
and white supremacist conspiracy theories. However, AWD is unique in its open call for terrorist acts.¹⁰

Members of AWD/NSO have both threatened and carried out violence against civilians and infrastructure. For example, in February 2023, AWD’s founder Brandon Russell, who had just been released from prison after serving a five-year sentence for possession of bomb-making materials, was charged with plotting to attack the Baltimore power grid.¹¹ He is said to have communicated plans and instructions for conducting the sniper-style attacks that he envisioned on Australian Telegram channels.¹² The Australian government proscribed NSO/AWD as a possible terrorist threat in 2022 (already proscribed by the United Kingdom and Canada).¹³

From its earliest days, AWD operated in a transnational environment. The group got its start on the Iron March online forum, a hub for neo-Nazis, white supremacists, and similar extremists from around the world. In addition to AWD, Iron March gestated a number of other likeminded groups, including American Vanguard, SKYDAS (a Lithuanian nationalist organization), the Azov Regiment (a division of Ukraine’s National Guard that has fought pro-Russian separatists), the Nordic Resistance Movement, the Scottish Dawn, and the Antipodean Resistance (an Australian white supremacist organization).³⁴

AWD has forged connections with white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups in other countries, predominantly in Europe. Notably, AWD maintains ties to several “affiliate” groups, which claim some connection and loyalty to the central AWD cell based in the United States. These include groups that have sworn fealty to AWD central, publicly adopted the AWD brand, and/or propagated AWD ideology. Many connections are largely ideological or symbolic and occur online through social media networking. Some groups appear to have self-identified as affiliates, while others appear to coordinate more closely with AWD central. It is unclear to what degree AWD central exercises control over these affiliates.

AWD affiliates include the following groups:

- **Sonnenkrieg Division (SKD)** is the United Kingdom-based affiliate of AWD. SKD originated as a splinter group of the System Resistance Network, itself an alias of National Action (NA), a proscribed British neo-Nazi organization. In 2018, the group reportedly broke with NA and became independent.³⁵ In July 2018, some AWD members on Gab, a social network popular among extremists, began using the name “Sonnenkrieg Division,” and SKD debuted its own Gab page a month later, identifying itself as an affiliate of AWD.³⁶

- **Feuerkrieg Division (FKD)** is an accelerationist neo-Nazi group that is highly influenced by AWD. FKD was founded in October 2018 as an AWD affiliate in Estonia and quickly expanded overseas. As of August 2020, FKD maintained a presence in Belgium, Ireland, Germany, Latvia, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia, and the United Kingdom.³⁷ Formal cells were established in the United Kingdom, Ireland, and Germany in June 2019 and in Canada in August 2019. FKD posts on the encrypted messaging app Telegram have indicated that the group sought to recruit members in the United States, specifically in California, Texas, New York, and the Great Lakes states.³⁸ More details about FKD are outlined in our analysis of foreign-based groups in the next section of this report.

Leaked internal messages indicate a complicated relationship between AWD and FKD. While FKD has drawn much ideological inspiration from AWD, FKD’s anonymous leader, known by the screen name “Commander,” sought to keep his group operationally independent from both AWD central and Sonnenkrieg Division (SKD).³⁹ His emphasis on maintaining FKD’s independence became apparent in early August 2019 when AWD...
member Richard Tobin approached “Commander” on Telegram with a plan to merge the two groups and make FKD into a “vassal” subordinate to the “The Nucleus” of the U.S.-based Atomwaffen Division.40 “Commander” firmly rejected Tobin’s efforts to establish a more hierarchical relationship, although he was open to having FKD and AWD work together.41 The two groups also reportedly share some members.42

- **Northern Order** is a white supremacist group based in Canada that also identifies as an AWD affiliate. It boasts approximately 10 members and allegedly coordinates its activities with AWD.43 A Northern Order member known online as “Alba” has claimed to be a member of the Canadian Armed Forces and advocates the establishment of a white ethnostate in British Columbia.44 “Alba” is believed to be Brendan Cameron, a veteran and member of the Canadian Supplemental Reserve Force.45 Cameron reportedly acted as a middleman between the Northern Order and the AWD central.46

- **AWD Deutschland** is an AWD affiliate in Germany. It announced its existence in a 2018 video featuring a masked individual and an AWD flag in front of a castle where Nazi SS officers trained during the Second World War.47 In the video, the group declared fealty to AWD central, referring to its members as “our true commanders.”48 In October 2019, the group warned: “we are the Atomwaffen Division Germany and are continuing what began in America, as we are a globally networked far-right organization with contacts to militant groups throughout Europe and America.”49 It was estimated to have “several dozen members.”50

- **AWD Russia** was launched by AWD in May 2020. AWD announced the new branch via its German affiliate AWD Deutschland and released Russian translations of its ideological texts.51 AWD Russia then launched a Telegram channel, which AWD promoted on its own channel, to broadcast propaganda in Russian, including manifestos from terrorists Dylann Roof and Anders Breivik, James Mason’s SIEGE, and The Turner Diaries, a foundational anti-Semitic text in the American neo-Nazi movement.52

- Ukraine allegedly hosts a group claiming to be an AWD affiliate, though the cell is not sanctioned by AWD central in the United States. Some sources have referred to this group by the name “AWD Galizien.”53 “Galizien” refers to a unit of the Nazi Waffen-SS composed largely of ethnic Ukrainians. In December 2019, the self-declared AWD Ukraine released a video featuring five men wearing camouflage fatigues with AWD patches and threatening violence against Ukrainian politicians.54 The men also wore blurred-out patches for two Ukrainian extremist organizations, the Azov Battalion and Right Sector.55

AWD maintains connections to other extremist organizations abroad. These ties can be characterized as horizontal associations between independent groups, in contrast to the hierarchical nature of affiliation between the central AWD node and its extensions abroad. Most notably, AWD made efforts to network with the Azov Battalion, a unit of the Ukrainian National Guard (see discussion of foreign organizations below for more information). In 2015, AWD founder Brandon Russell reached out to an anonymous member of the Azov Battalion online. Presenting himself as “an avid supporter of the Azov Battalion” under the username “Odin,” Russell requested “some advice from you about my militia that I lead in the US.”56 It is unclear what, if any, assistance he may have received. In January 2016, Andrew Oneschuk, a roommate of Russell, served as a guest on the Azov Battalion’s podcast, which frequently hosts representatives of European and North American organizations. He spoke about challenges facing Americans who wish to join the Azov Battalion in Ukraine as foreign fighters and expressed interest in learning tips to boost membership.57

AWD has also been attracted to the ideology of the Order of Nine Angles (O9A or ONA), a Satanist neo-Nazi organization active in the United Kingdom (also discussed below as a foreign organization). The group valorizes Hitler,
champions the transgression of moral norms, and seeks to weaken society and replace it with a new civilization based on principles of fascism and Satanism. After John Cameron Denton took over leadership of AWD in 2017, he integrated aspects of O9A’s ideology into AWD’s set of beliefs. This move alienated some AWD members, but proponents of O9A succeeded in reshaping the core tenets of AWD towards the neo-Nazi occult. For example, in 2019, then-U.S. Army Private First Class Carwyn Storm Carver, reportedly a member of AWD, posted photos online of himself with O9A paraphernalia. Other AWD members have posted messages indicating support for O9A in online chat rooms.

The Base

The Base is an accelerationist neo-Nazi organization that operated mostly online in the United States with some activity in Europe and outreach to Canada. It was established in 2018 by Rinaldo Nazzaro, a U.S. citizen who had previously worked as an analyst for the FBI and as a contractor for the U.S. Department of Defense. Nazzaro has allegedly lived in St. Petersburg, Russia, since 2018. A video posted online in March 2019 records Nazzaro wearing a t-shirt with an image of Russian President Vladimir Putin and the words “Russia, absolute power.” In November 2020, Nazzaro appeared on the Russian state-owned news channel Russia-24, where he denied links to Russian intelligence and defended The Base. We found no evidence that the Russian Government supports The Base.

The group advocates a white ethnostate in North America and foresees the overthrow of modern society and an ensuing race war. The group is most active in the United States, although there have been reports of Base followers in other countries, including Australia, Canada, and South Africa. In October 2020, Dutch police arrested two men accused of affiliation with The Base. The Base aims to recruit military personnel, including a Canadian non-commissioned reserve officer who conducted paramilitary training in the United States. In February 2021, the Canadian Department of Public Safety designated The Base as a terrorist entity.

Base members have also considered traveling to Ukraine. In a leaked phone call in 2019, Nazzaro raised the possibility of Base militants joining the conflict in order to gain military experience. One group member, 20-year-old Matthew Ryan Burchfield of Virginia, admitted to traveling to Ukraine to improve his combat skills. A Georgia prosecutor accused him of taking up arms on behalf of the Right Sector, a Ukrainian paramilitary organization. No charges have been filed. As of early 2020, Burchfield claimed to be in Slovakia. Burchfield has denied involvement with the Right Sector, denounced The Base, and said that his travels to Ukraine were not related to his membership in The Base.

Rise Above Movement

The Rise Above Movement (RAM) emerged in southern California in 2016 as a loose collection of neo-Nazis and white supremacists. RAM operates essentially as a street-fighting club. Members train in mixed martial arts in order to engage their opponents at events such as political rallies, protests, and demonstrations. RAM members have been arrested by U.S. federal law enforcement for their use of violence at political rallies, though charges against some members have been dismissed. The group has sought to cultivate transnational links, most notably with the Azov Battalion in Ukraine. RAM also maintains ties to the U.S. skinhead movement, which builds transnational connections with other skinhead groups largely via music festivals.

In April 2018, leader Robert Rundo and other members began a European tour with the declared intention to “bridge the gap between the two nationalist scenes.” In Germany, RAM attended the Schild und Schwert (Shield and Sword) Festival, a mecca for German white supremacists held yearly on Adolf Hitler’s birthday. In Ukraine, RAM was hosted
by Olena Semenyaka, head of the National Corps, the political wing of the Azov Battalion. RAM members joined the Azov Battalion for sparring at the Reconquista Club, a mixed martial arts (MMA) club affiliated with the group. Semenyaka later stated that Rundo and his compatriots “came to learn our ways” and “showed interest in learning how to create youth forces in the ways Azov has.” During their visit, Rundo entered an MMA competition for white supremacists from across Europe, allegedly becoming the first American to take part in the event. While in Kyiv, Rundo also reportedly got a tattoo of the logo for White Rex, a clothing label created by Russian MMA fighter Denis Nikitin (aka Denis Kapustin). Some accounts say Rundo toured with Nikitin, who is now the leader of the Russian Volunteer Corps, responsible for pro-Ukrainian incursions into Russia in 2023. In a March 2020 video posted to YouTube, Rundo defended the Azov Battalion as the group came under scrutiny in the United States.

RAM members returned to Europe in early 2020 and participated in neo-Nazi events in Bulgaria, Hungary, and Serbia. This included a neo-Nazi march organized by the Bulgarian National Union, a nationalist political party; a neo-Nazi concert in Budapest; and an event organized by the Hungarian Hammerskins. RAM members also reportedly met with members of a Serbian nationalist group known as Kormilo.

In March 2023, Rundo was arrested in Romania and will reportedly be extradited to the United States to face charges stemming from earlier violence in California. He had been in Eastern Europe for around three years. The Nordic Resistance Movement protested his imprisonment.

**Patriot Front**

Patriot Front (PF) is a white supremacist group founded by Thomas Ryan Rousseau in 2017 after the “Unite the Right” Rally in Charlottesville. The group espouses racist, anti-Semitic, and xenophobic ideologies, and its primary goal is to create a white ethnostate in the United States. Most of the group’s activities focus on distributing propaganda, organizing demonstrations, and attending rallies. It is estimated that PF members have been responsible for more than 80 percent of the white supremacist propaganda distribution activities in the United States since 2020. Leaked messages publicized in 2022 revealed Patriot Front to be tightly organized and extremely active in recruiting, including among the U.S. military. Patriot Front members, including Rousseau, are on trial in Idaho for attempting a violent disruption of a gay pride event in 2022.

According to the left-wing journalist collective Unicorn Riot, Patriot Front explicitly forbids relationships with other groups, or “parallel organizing.” However, the group reportedly has connections to domestic groups, including the Proud Boys, the National Justice Party, and the Rise Above Movement, and foreign groups. Specifically, in late 2019, Patriot Front members traveled to Europe, where they reportedly met with members of the Nordic Resistance Movement in Sweden and with the neo-fascist organization Casa Pound in Rome.

**Proud Boys**

The Proud Boys is an all-male extremist organization formed in the United States in 2016. The group is Islamophobic, anti-Semitic, homophobic, transphobic, misogynistic, and xenophobic. Some factions within the Proud Boys have accelerationist tendencies. Group members attend events with organizations that advocate white supremacist ideologies, although Proud Boys leaders deny ties to these beliefs. The group joined with Oath Keepers to play a prominent role in the January 6, 2021, assault on the U.S. Congress to block the election of President Joe Biden. In May 2023, several of its leaders were convicted of seditious conspiracy in organizing the attacks. Since 2021, Proud...
Boys have mobilized to join anti-LGBT+ demonstrations.\textsuperscript{96}

The organization was founded in 2016 by Gavin McInnes, who was born in England and raised in Canada. He immigrated to the United States in 1999.\textsuperscript{97} In 2016, McInnes launched "The Gavin McInnes Show," which regularly featured extremist guests and began cultivating "an ideological space for frustrated young men to rally around."\textsuperscript{98} In July 2016, it was reported that McInnes had "convened his local 'Proud Boys' chapter for their first in-person meeting."\textsuperscript{99} Several months later, McInnes publicly announced the formation of the organization in an article for Taki's Magazine, claiming over 1,000 members on its private Facebook page along with chapters located around the world, including in the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia. McInnes also outlined steps for readers to start their own Proud Boys chapters.\textsuperscript{100}

Its transnational connections consist of loose and largely ideological ties to other Proud Boys chapters, including those in Canada, Australia, and Israel.\textsuperscript{101} In 2020, members of the Canadian chapter of the Proud Boys split off to form a new group known as Canada First.\textsuperscript{102} Canada First has posted neo-Nazi content and advocated violence against anyone who is not White.\textsuperscript{103} The mainstream Proud Boys Canada reportedly attempted to distance itself from Canada First. In February 2021, the Canadian federal government designated the Proud Boys as a terrorist entity, citing its role in the violent assaults on the U.S. Capitol.\textsuperscript{104} Shortly after, at least one Proud Boys chapter in Canada announced that it had "officially" dissolved itself.\textsuperscript{105} Some Proud Boys members blamed Canada First for the Proud Boys' terrorist designation.\textsuperscript{106}

In June 2022, New Zealand also designated the Proud Boys as a terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{107} The New Zealand designation stated that the New Zealand and Australian Proud Boys organizations adhered to the ideology but were separate entities: "no credible link or coordination between chapters in Canada, Australia, or elsewhere has been observed."\textsuperscript{108}

### Three Percenters

The Three Percenters (also known as 3\%ers, III\%ers, or Threepers) is an anti-government extremist group founded by Mike Vanderboegh in 2008. It is composed of a loose coalition of local chapters with no centralized organization or authority.\textsuperscript{109} The Three Percenters believe that small groups of armed citizens have a patriotic duty to defend the public from governmental tyranny. Members view themselves as modern-day counterparts to participants in the American Revolution, fighting not against the British but the U.S. federal government.\textsuperscript{110} On January 6, 2021, the Three Percenters participated in the storming of the U.S. Capitol, seeking to prevent the certification of Joe Biden as the victor of the 2020 presidential election. Several Three Percenters have faced charges for their participation in the riot.

The Three Percenters claims to maintain a presence in all 50 states and in Canada.\textsuperscript{111} The Canadian III\% began as a Facebook group after the 2015 election of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. By 2017, the Canadian Three Percenters had established chapters in several Canadian provinces, the largest in Alberta and British Columbia. The group made its public debut at a rally hosted by the World Coalition Against Islam in Calgary on June 3, 2017, where they purportedly provided "security" for the anti-Islam activist Sandra Solomon. Members of the Canadian III\% have since posed as "security" at similar rallies in cities throughout Canada, including Toronto, London, and Hamilton. The group was originally led by Robert "Beau" Welling, who also served as the president of the Alberta chapter. On November 28, 2018, leadership of the group transferred to Kazimir "Kazz" Nowlin, who sought to increase the group’s paramilitary training. In 2018, Maxime Fiset, a former Neo-Nazi who now works to counter violent extremism and radicalization, called the Three Percenters the "most dangerous" extremist group in Canada.\textsuperscript{112} Canada designated the Three Percenters as a terrorist entity on June 25, 2021, saying the group posed a “significant threat” to Canadian domestic
Foreign organizations and their outreach to the United States

This section summarizes the efforts of five prominent foreign organizations to build contacts with U.S. citizens and U.S.-based extremist groups:

- Russian Imperial Movement
- Azov Battalion
- Order of Nine Angles
- Nordic Resistance Movement
- Feuerkrieg Division

Russian Imperial Movement (RIM)

The Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) is a white supremacist organization based in St. Petersburg. Founded in 2002, the group promotes ethnic Russian nationalism, advocates the restoration of the tsarist regime, and seeks to fuel white supremacy extremism in the West. RIM maintains contacts with neo-Nazi and white supremacist groups across Europe and the United States. In 2020, RIM and its leaders Stanislav Anatolyevich Vorobyev, Denis Valiullovich Gariyev, and Nikolay Nikolayevich Trushchalov were listed as Specially Designated Global Terrorists (SDGT) by the U.S. Department of State. This was the first time that a white supremacist organization was so designated.114 In June 2022, the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) designated RIM leader Stanislav Shevchuk and prominent supporter and fund-raiser Alexander Zhuchkovsky.115 RIM’s outreach to the United States and intent to build a global network were cited as reasons for the designation, along with RIM’s support for Russia’s assault on Ukraine.

While RIM has aggressively built ties with European groups, its outreach to U.S. organizations appears to have occurred on a personal – rather than a formal or institutional – basis. Starting in 2014, RIM sought to position itself at the forefront of the transnational white supremacist movement. As part of the campaign, reportedly known as “The Last Crusade,” RIM expanded its contacts with other white supremacist groups, especially in the United States and Europe.116 In March 2015, the group attended the International Russian Conservative Forum, a conference for white supremacists held in St. Petersburg and organized by Rodina, a Russian political party.117 Other attendees included U.S. white supremacists, such as Jared Taylor, the editor of the U.S. white supremacist publication American Renaissance. Also in attendance were European organizations, including Golden Dawn (Greece), the National Democratic Party (Germany), and Forza Nuova (Italy).

In June 2015, RIM joined Rodina in co-founding the World National Conservative Movement (WNCM). A network of worldwide extremist groups, WNCM opposes pluralism, tolerance, and other liberal values, according to its manifesto, and promotes the use of violence. RIM invited over 50 white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups from 28 countries to join WNCM, including the American Freedom Party, American Renaissance, League of the South, and Traditionalist Youth Network from the United States. In September 2015, RIM leader Vorobyev traveled to Sweden to meet with the Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), a neo-Nazi group active across Scandinavian countries, and spoke at the NRM’s “Nordic Days” event.118

RIM’s primary contact within the U.S. white supremacist movement appeared to be Matthew Heimbach, founder of the short-lived neo-Nazi Traditionalist Workers’ Party (TWP) and an organizer of the August 2017 “Unite the Right” rally in
Charlottesville, Virginia. After Heimbach was arrested in 2018 for assaulting his father-in-law, the TWP became inactive. Heimbach cited Russia as an inspiration for his organization and praised Vladimir Putin as the “leader of the free world.” In September 2017, RIM members traveled to the United States to network. During visits to Washington, D.C., and Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Heimbach hosted RIM leader Stanislav Shevchuk and posed with him for a photo in front of the White House while holding an imperial Russian flag. This meeting was reportedly the first between U.S. white supremacists and a Russian organization on U.S. soil. In an interview with liberal news outlet ThinkProgress, Heimbach highlighted similar goals and declared that TWP was to represent the U.S. white supremacist movement in dialogues with RIM. Heimbach allegedly received funds from RIM and met with their U.S. representatives several times. Though he was invited to travel to Russia and train with RIM, it is unclear if he or any other members of the TWP did so.

Though Heimbach and his Traditionalist Workers’ Party appeared central to RIM’s U.S. efforts, RIM also networked with Sam Dickson, a lawyer affiliated with the Ku Klux Klan, and Jared Taylor, editor of the white supremacist publication American Renaissance, at the March 2015 International Russian Conservative Forum conference. The group reportedly offered to provide paramilitary training to organizers of the 2017 “Unite the Right” rally, including Richard Spencer, Jason Kessler, and Eli Mosley. However, both parties deny these reports. As of June 2020, no U.S. citizens were known to have participated in RIM’s paramilitary training.

**Azov Battalion**

The Azov Battalion formed in March 2014 as a volunteer brigade to fight Russian-backed separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk. In the following description, we use three names to refer to Azov: the Azov Battalion (the name under which the group was founded), the Azov Regiment (the name adopted after integration into the Ukrainian National Guard), and the Azov Movement (the network of the Azov Regiment, National Corps, and National Militia). In earlier sections of this report, we only use one term – the Azov Battalion – for clarity.

The Azov Battalion has roots in the “Patriot of Ukraine” (PU) militant organization, which had previously been active during the 1990s and early 2000s. In 2005, Andriy Biletsky recreated PU to champion white nationalist and anti-immigrant ideas. Following the annexation of Crimea, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense encouraged volunteer military units to mobilize against Russian-backed separatists in Donbas. Biletsky and several other PU members formed the Azov Battalion in response to this call. On November 12, 2014, Ukraine designated the Azov Battalion a “Special Purpose Regiment” and formally integrated it into the National Guard within the Ukrainian Interior Ministry. In December 2014, the PU formally disbanded, and the remaining members integrated into the Azov Regiment.

As the Azov Regiment grew, it pursued international relationships and recruited foreign fighters. The group was initially composed of eastern Ukrainians with foreign fighters from Sweden, Spain, Italy, Canada, France, and Russia. The group later recruited from Belarus, Germany, and possibly the United States. The Soufan Center reported that between 2014-2019 approximately 17,000 people from 50 countries – including the United States – traveled to fight in Ukraine, although it is hard to determine how many specifically fought with Azov. A report by the Counter Extremism Project estimated that Western foreign fighters in Ukraine with previous ties to extremism numbered in the hundreds and that the Azov Movement was the key hub for these extremists.

Azov’s transnational networking and recruiting efforts developed into a hub of international activity. As recently as 2020, National Corps specifically cited its desire for American recruits to fight against Russia and help counter perceived “pro-Kremlin” narratives in the United States. In interviews with researchers, the Atomwaffen Division claimed to have sent members to Ukraine to obtain battlefield experience. Members of the Rise Above Movement
(RAM) have also openly publicized meetings with members of the Azov Regiment and National Corps. A number of Russian nationals have also joined the Azov Regiment, facilitated by the fact that Azov is a largely Russian-speaking organization.\textsuperscript{139}

Azov’s international outreach program is headed by Olena Semenyaka and aims to network with other organizations across the United States and Europe.\textsuperscript{140} The program’s activities include running events and recruitment efforts out of European and American white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups, such as the Nordic Resistance Movement, Rise Above Movement, Casa Pound, and Atomwaffen Division (AWD).\textsuperscript{141} For example, American White Nationalist writer Greg Johnson appeared and spoke with the Azov Battalion at the invitation of Semenyaka in Kyiv in early 2019.\textsuperscript{142} He also gave a lecture based on his Manifesto of White Nationalism. Johnson himself stated publicly that his trip was to learn from Azov: “I really want to learn how maybe we can do things better in the United States and Western Europe.”\textsuperscript{143}

As noted in our discussion of the Atomwaffen Division, AWD maintains ties to the Azov Movement. In 2015, AWD founder Brandon Russell reached out to an anonymous member of the Azov Regiment online. Presenting himself as “an avid supporter of the Azov Battalion” under the username “Odin,” Russell requested “some advice from you about my militia that I lead in the US.”\textsuperscript{144} It is unclear what, if any, assistance he may have received from Azov Regiment members. In addition to Russell, the Azov Movement is known to have made contact with at least one other AWD member. In January 2016, Andre Oneschuk, a roommate of Russell, served as a guest on the Azov Regiment’s podcast, which frequently hosts guests from Europe and North America. He spoke about challenges facing Americans who wished to join Azov in Ukraine as foreign fighters and expressed interest in learning tips to boost membership of the extreme right.\textsuperscript{145} In October 2020, Ukraine deported two American Atomwaffen members who were allegedly trying to join the Azov Regiment.\textsuperscript{146}

Ukraine allegedly hosts a group claiming to be an AWD affiliate, though the cell is not sanctioned by AWD central in the United States. Some sources have referred to this group by the name “AWD Galizien.”\textsuperscript{147} “Galizien” refers to a unit of the Nazi Waffen-SS composed largely of ethnic Ukrainians. In December 2019, the self-declared AWD Ukraine released a video featuring five men wearing camouflage fatigues with AWD patches and threatening violence against Ukrainian politicians.\textsuperscript{148} The men also wore blurred-out patches for two Ukrainian extremist organizations, the Azov Battalion and Right Sector.\textsuperscript{149}

As noted, the U.S.-based Rise Above Movement (RAM) has also connected with the Azov Movement. According to an Azov member, RAM’s leader Rundo and his compatriots “came to learn our ways” and “showed interest in learning how to create youth forces in the ways Azov has.”\textsuperscript{150} During their visit, RAM members joined the Azov Movement for sparring at the Reconquista Club, a mixed martial arts (MMA) club affiliated with the group.\textsuperscript{151} Rundo entered an MMA competition for white supremacists from across Europe, supposedly the first American to take part in the history of the event.\textsuperscript{152} While in Kyiv, Rundo also got a tattoo of the Viking warrior logo of White Rex, a clothing label founded by Russian MMA fighter and Azov Movement associate Denis Nikitin.\textsuperscript{153}

The Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2021 prompted U.S. citizens to travel to Ukraine with the express purpose of training with or joining the Azov Regiment. These individuals have included avowed neo-Nazis and white supremacists, as well as individuals subject to criminal investigation and arrest by American law enforcement. For example, when four RAM members were arrested by the FBI for violence at protests, the FBI’s criminal complaint noted that the four had traveled to Ukraine with the express purpose of training with the Azov Regiment.\textsuperscript{154} American military veterans have also joined Azov through their international recruitment program alongside European volunteers.\textsuperscript{155}

\textbf{Order of Nine Angles}
The Order of Nine Angles (O9A or ONA) is a satanic neo-Nazi organization founded in the 1970s in the United Kingdom, reportedly by British extremist David Myatt. The group valorizes Hitler and champions the transgression of moral norms, including calling for rape and murder. Ultimately, O9A seeks to weaken society and replace it with a new civilization based on principles of fascism and satanism. O9A practices religious rituals in worship of Hitler and Nazism, which involve sexual acts and sacrifice (human or animal). The U.S. Department of Justice has characterized O9A’s beliefs as “Satanic, anarchist, neo-fascist, neo-Nazi, and anti-Semitic.” Given O9A’s secretive nature, accurate size estimates are difficult; they range from fewer than 10 to over 2,000 members worldwide.

O9A today operates decentralized networks active around the world. O9A’s individual members and chapters, or “nexions,” are located in countries including the United States, Australia, Brazil, Egypt, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Spain, and South Africa. The vast majority of O9A’s activities appear to occur online.

In addition to AWD, O9A has attracted other U.S. followers. For example, Tempel ov Blood (ToB) is a low-profile U.S.-based affiliate of O9A. Although officially independent, ToB draws its satanist neo-Nazi ideology from O9A. The group describes itself as “a hybrid between a traditional satanic coven and a (religious) militant order.” One of its leaders has served as a “prolific publisher of O9A-related books through his Martinet Press imprint.”

In June 2020, Ethan Melzer, a 22-year-old U.S. Army private from Louisville, Kentucky, was arrested and charged with “planning an attack on his U.S. Army unit by sending sensitive details about the unit – including information about its location, movements, and security” – to members of O9A over Telegram. In March 2023, Melzer was sentenced to 45 years in prison.

The Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM) is a pan-Nordic neo-Nazi organization operating in Scandinavia, primarily Sweden, Norway, and Finland. Founded in 1997 as the Swedish Resistance Movement before changing its name in 2016, the group has continually expanded and is currently a leading hub for neo-Nazi activism. Its official chapters operate in Sweden, Finland, and Norway. Branches in Denmark and Iceland are significantly smaller and less active, leading to some doubt over whether they can be considered branches. NRM also has a significant social media following in Russia. NRM members have trained with RIM through its Partizan paramilitary course. The NRM website stated that the group has “no immediate plans to expand outside of the North.” It has, however, translated its political program into English and encouraged foreign adherents to “get organized.”

Outside of Scandinavia and Russia, NRM has interpersonal connections with several other extremist organizations, including Der Dritte Weg in Germany, Legio Hungaria in Hungary, Casa Pound in Italy, National Action in the United Kingdom, and Golden Dawn in Greece. NRM has also expressed support for and interacted with American extremist groups, particularly over social media. As noted above in our discussion of RAM, NRM has protested the 2023 arrest of its leader Rob Rundo. All of these groups share ideas, publicize others’ media outputs, and occasionally travel to attend others’ events. For example, the Finnish NRM branch planned an annual “612 March” in Helsinki on Finnish
Independence Day, where neo-Nazis and right-wing extremists from across Scandinavia and even the rest of Europe congregate. Before COVID-19, the march would usually attract up to 3,000 participants.

Feuerkrieg Division

The Feuerkrieg Division (FKD) was apparently founded online in 2018 by a 13-year-old based in Estonia known as “Commander.” FKD is an accelerationist neo-Nazi group inspired by James Mason’s white supremacist SIEGE text. Members advocate extreme acts of violence to spur a race war to purge racial, ethnic, and religious minorities and topple what they see as a corrupt political and social system. They reportedly strive to establish a whites-only ethnostate where inhabitants will fend for themselves after society collapses.

Based on online postings, FKD members are primarily teenagers and live in at least twelve countries, including the United States, Canada, England, Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway, Estonia, Latvia, and Russia. A 2022 Politico investigation detailed extensive efforts by FKD and other global movements to recruit Americans, especially teenagers. In 2020, a FKD informant suggested that many FKD members were also active in other U.S.-based organizations, including the Atomwaffen Division and The Base. In late 2021, FKD formed a tacit alliance with the Dallas-based Telegram community “InJekt Division.” Its leaders were instrumental in forging an umbrella network (known as “Terrorgram”) with other SIEGE-inspired groups, like the United Acceleration Front (UAF) and National Socialist Alliance (NSA).

U.S. citizens have been involved in violence encouraged by Feuerkrieg Division. For example, in 2019, FKD member Conor Climo posted under the username “Ben Dover” on Discord about his interest in using improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and Molotov cocktails to attack a Jewish synagogue and the LGBTQ community near his home in Las Vegas. On August 8, 2019, the FBI raided Climo’s home and seized materials that could be used to construct an IED. He received a two-year prison sentence.

In September 2019, U.S. authorities arrested U.S. Army SPC Jarrett William Smith in Fort Smith, Arkansas. Smith had posted on Telegram under the username “anti-Kosmik” about a plan to target Beto O’Rourke, CNN, and antifa members using an IED. Smith claimed that he had joined the military because he was unable to travel to Ukraine to link up with paramilitary organizations (e.g., Azov and Misanthropic Division). He pleaded guilty on February 10, 2020, and received a sentence of 30 months.

The potential for extremist ties with Russia

Thus far, we have focused on chronicling the relationships between extremist non-state actors. Extremist organizations may also forge connections to foreign state governments as a means of securing funds, ideological support, and other resources. In this section, we explore the potential for ties between RMVE and AGAAAVE groups based in the United States and the Russian Federation.

We find no evidence that the Russian Government directly engages with, condones, or assists any extremist movement or organization based in the United States. While there have been alleged ties between Russia and extremist movements based in Europe, there is no indication that the Russian Government has coordinated or supported any extremist organization in the United States. In this section, we outline three potential pathways for Russian influence in the future that should be of particular concern to the U.S. Government.
**Pathway 1 (direct ties):** Russian Federation officials may build direct ties to RMVE and AAGAVE organizations and followers based in the United States.

Under this scenario, the Russian Federation would aim to build direct relationships with U.S.-based extremists and supply them with aid to support their operations. Russia has done this with other extremist movements based in Europe.\(^{187}\) If successful, this type of direct connection between Russia and U.S.-based extremists would fuel the development and growth of their organizations and ideology, exacerbating the already pressing threat of extremist violence.

At this time, there is no evidence of any direct ties between the Russian Federation and extremist organizations in the United States. However, we see a potential for ties with American RMVE groups and followers. Russia may currently exert some influence over Rinaldo Nazzaro, a U.S. citizen and the leader of the U.S. RMVE organization The Base who has lived in St. Petersburg since 2018. A video posted online in March 2019 records Nazzaro wearing a t-shirt with an image of Russian President Vladimir Putin and the words “Russia, absolute power.” Also in 2019, Nazzaro attended an event in Moscow hosted by the Russian Government that “focused on the demonstration of the results of state policy and achievements.”\(^{188}\) In November 2020, Nazzaro appeared on the Russian state-owned news channel Russia-24, where he denied claims of a link to Russian intelligence and defended The Base.\(^{189}\) There is no evidence that the Russian Government supports Nazzaro’s organization, The Base, but the extent of Nazzaro’s ties with the Russian Government is unclear.

Russia may aim to network with other American extremists in the future. Recent rhetoric by some RMVE extremists in the United States suggests that they may be open to building a relationship with the Russian Federation. Several RMVE extremists have spoken favorably of Russia and Vladimir Putin, viewing him as “a symbol of strength, racial purity and traditional Christian values.”\(^{190}\) U.S.-based white supremacist Richard Spencer has called Russia the “sole white power in the world” and led a protest where white nationalists repeated “Russia is our friend,” among other chants.\(^{191}\) Matthew Heimbach, the founder of the U.S.-based white supremacist group the Traditionalist Worker Party, has described Russia as “our biggest inspiration” and Putin as “the leader of the free world.”\(^{192}\) Some U.S. citizens have traveled to Russia for networking purposes. For example, U.S.-based white supremacists Sam Dickson and Jared Taylor traveled to St. Petersburg in 2019 to attend a political conference organized by Rodina, a Russian political party.\(^{193}\)

These ties suggest that U.S.-based extremists might seek out Russian support or be willing to accept it in the future. Russia may also be able to wield influence over U.S. citizens traveling to Russia for networking events or, in the case of The Base leader Nazzaro, living full-time in the country.

**Pathway 2 (indirect ties):** Russian Federation officials may build ties with Russian or European extremist groups, which in turn could establish connections to U.S.-based groups.

Russia may forge indirect connections to U.S.-based extremist groups, working through like-minded intermediaries. As outlined in the previous sections of this report, American extremists are linked to several European extremist organizations, including groups based in Russia, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, among other countries.

Of particular note is the St. Petersburg-based Russian Imperial Movement, which has a history of being tolerated by the Russian Government. Prior to the war in Ukraine, the RIM’s hostility to Putin’s regime prompted police raids on its facilities; these raids ebbed when the group decreased its focus on Russian domestic politics and turned its attention to Ukraine.\(^{194}\) In 2014, RIM began fighting alongside pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine.\(^{195}\) In 2016, a member of the Imperial Legion interviewed by the BBC described the Moscow-RIM relationship: “we don’t receive any support, but...
at the same time, we aren’t hampered [by the Russian Government]. Currently, RIM and its paramilitary training program operate openly in Russia. Analysts have noted that RIM’s activities advance Moscow’s goals in two major respects: supporting Russian-backed separatists in Ukraine and seeking to fuel white supremacist extremism in Europe and the United States. One expert called RIM “useful” for the Russian Government.

As noted above, RIM has networked with several U.S. citizens. In September 2017, RIM members traveled to the United States. During visits to Washington, D.C., and Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, U.S. citizen Matthew Heimbach hosted RIM leader Stanislav Shevchuk and posed with him for a photo in front of the White House while holding an imperial Russian flag. Heimbach allegedly received funds from RIM and met with their U.S. representatives several times. RIM has also networked with U.S. white supremacists Sam Dickson, a lawyer affiliated with the Ku Klux Klan, and Jared Taylor, editor of the white supremacist publication American Renaissance, at the March 2015 International Russian Conservative Forum conference. The group reportedly offered to provide paramilitary training to organizers of the August 2017 “Unite the Right” rally of the extreme right in Charlottesville, Virginia, including Richard Spencer, Jason Kessler, and Eli Mosley. However, both RIM and the U.S. white supremacists deny these reports. As of June 2020, no U.S. citizens are known to have participated in RIM’s paramilitary training.

Such ties between U.S. citizens and RIM create an opportunity for Russian Government officials to connect with U.S.-based extremists. Through RIM, Russian Government officials could influence and provide resources to white supremacist extremists and organizations in the United States.

**Pathway 3 (online influence):** Russian Government officials may attempt to shape the discourse, radicalization, and mobilization of U.S.-based extremists through online propaganda and social media.

There is significant evidence that Russian-directed social media campaigns have attempted to spread misinformation inside the United States. Russia’s efforts to influence U.S. presidential and midterm elections is one such example. In recent years, Russian campaigns and companies have also aimed to amplify extremist messaging in the United States, promoting conspiracy theories and giving extremists online space to share content.

Most notable are Russian efforts to boost the Qanon extremist movement, which is known for promulgating several conspiracy theories about the “Deep State” that have spurred violent criminal acts. On November 2, 2017, a suspected-Russian Twitter account known as “CrusadersPost” was the first account to use the term “Qanon” on Twitter. Between November 2017 and November 2020, Russian-associated Twitter accounts retweeted the hashtag #Qanon approximately 17,000 times, which made #Qanon the most common hashtag associated with a Russian account.

In 2019, Twitter accounts suspected of being affiliates of the Russian Internet Research Agency - a Russian company known for its influence operations targeting the 2016 U.S. election - heavily promoted Qanon messages using the hashtags #Qanon and #WWG1WGA. Russia Today and Sputnik also increased their coverage of the Qanon theory between 2019 and 2020. Twitter had prominent takedowns of Russian-associated accounts amplifying Qanon in 2019. In July 2020, Facebook and Twitter banned thousands of Qanon accounts. Russia Today then ran a series of articles about the ban, which heavily publicized it and provoked outrage among Qanon supporters online. Social media analysis firm Graphik found that the incident increased the popularity of Russia Today news stories in the Qanon community. Qanon conspiracists, who now span a number of countries and are largely independent of Q, support Russia’s invasion of Ukraine as a blow against the “deep state.” In 2022, for example, Qanon posts followed the Russian Government’s lead in claiming that Russian airstrikes in Ukraine were launched to destroy American bioweapons labs.
The Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA) is responsible for at least some of this Qanun campaign. IRA appears to operate mostly on mainstream platforms such as Twitter and Facebook, creating accounts and posts designed to sow division and manipulate users. For example, researchers found suggestive evidence that the IRA attempted to influence Twitter discourse surrounding the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville in August 2017. In 2020, it was reported that the IRA also tried to amplify stories and post memes on patriots.win, Gab, and Parler, but the effort did not gain much traction.

In addition to Russian-directed influence campaigns, Russia-based social media websites have also facilitated content-sharing and networking among extremists. In recent years, the Facebook-like Vkontakte (VK) has become a space for U.S.-based white supremacists to connect with other like-minded individuals around the world and share extremist content. One researcher estimated that about 100 American right-wing groups are active on VK, many of which joined after being banned by Facebook. Another Russian social media site, Odnoklassniki, was used by the perpetrator of the May 2023 mass shooting at a shopping mall in Allen, Texas. He maintained a profile on the site where he shared racist content and posted scouting photos of the mall that he later targeted.

In general, it is unclear how much the Russian Government oversees these indirect efforts to shape and amplify extremist discourse in the United States. However, it is apparent that the United States is highly vulnerable to online influence operations and that Russia may take advantage of this vulnerability to encourage and amplify extremist actors in the future.

**Conclusion**

We do not find evidence of a cohesive global RMVE or AAGAVE movement. However, there is clearly a potential for deeper and more systematic transnational cooperation among existing extremist organizations in the future. We cite specific evidence of transnational connections for several U.S. and European organizations, but at present, there appear to be inherent limits to this internationalization. In general, the violent RMVE and AGAAVE universe is characterized by unstructured, unsystematic, and loose connections that are both online and physical. These relationships are so far shallow and sporadic rather than deep and sustained. We do not see strong institutionalized cooperation or regular joint operational planning, although there is imitation and diffusion of ideas and tactics, largely online.

These cross-border connections seem unlikely to lead to coordinated mass-casualty attacks, but groups can share ideas, tactics, and resources in order to keep spreading and reinforcing dangerous ideologies that inspire individual violence, recruiting followers, threatening perceived enemies, and engaging in smaller-scale acts of violence (e.g., street fighting, brawling, and hate crimes). These links create the potential for escalation. We have noted several recent examples of the willingness to use or threaten violence, including prison sentences imposed for participation in the January 6, 2021, attacks on the U.S. Congress, possession of explosives, and plotting an attack on a U.S. military base. Charges have also been brought for a plot to attack critical U.S. infrastructure.

Ideological differences and organizational fragmentation may impede closer cooperation. The AAGAVE elements of U.S. violent extremism are locally focused and appear to engage in less transnational cooperation than RMVE organizations. We surmise that there is more cross-national affinity and global ideological solidarity in the white supremacist, alt-right, and neo-Nazi ecosphere. Accelerationist groups, such as the Atomwaffen Division, have distinct international ambitions, but their efforts so far to build transnational ties have resulted in unsystematic, loose, and largely virtual connections. A high level of mistrust and disagreement accompanies this incoherence; for example, leaderless resistance as an organizational strategy (a key tenet of white supremacist accelerationism) does not easily
lend itself to a coordinated global movement.

Although a large portion of radicalization and mobilization takes place online, meeting in person is still important. We have noted several instances of training, conferences, and public events, such as mixed martial arts competitions that have involved making an effort to travel internationally. Leaders of two of the groups we analyzed even relocated abroad.

Although, in general, few “foreign fighters” from the United States are traveling to fight in Ukraine, we assess that the Ukrainian connection is the most explicit physical tie to American extremist groups, since Atomwaffen Division (AWD) members have traveled to Ukraine to connect with the Azov Battalion.\(^{222}\) In interviews with National Geographic, members of the National Socialist Order (the rebranded AWD) leaders claimed to have sent members to train in Ukraine.\(^{223}\) In early 2016, Azov was known to be in contact with U.S. members of the Atomwaffen Division. Andrew Oneschuk, later killed by another member of Atomwaffen, was featured on Azov’s podcast, discussing the obstacles to Americans joining the Ukrainian militia, and he himself was encouraged to join Azov.\(^{224}\)

In terms of foreign state support for U.S.-based groups, we found no open-source evidence that the Russian Government directly engages with, condones, or assists any U.S.-based extremist movement or organization. Some U.S.-based RMVE extremists may be open to building a relationship with the Russian Federation, and the Russian Imperial Movement has connected to U.S. citizens. Russian-directed social media campaigns have attempted to spread misinformation inside the United States, but the extent of official involvement is unclear.

Overall, we find evidence that some U.S.-based extremist organizations – primarily RMVE groups – possess international ambitions and have sought to forging connections with extremists abroad. While we expect that these ties will not result in coordinated mass-casualty attacks across borders in the near term, transnational relationships clearly have the potential to inspire acts of domestic terrorism by amplifying dangerous ideologies and spreading tactics and strategies to commit violence.

Moving forward, policymakers and scholars should pay close attention to extremist groups with transnational connections. These ties may help these groups develop the capabilities, motivations, and membership necessary to carry out more systematic and destructive acts of violence. Additional research is needed to understand the full extent of the connections between U.S.-based groups and other extremist actors abroad. In particular, there may be many more potential connections between U.S. citizens and extremist groups operating beyond Europe, including white supremacist and anti-government movements in countries like South Africa and Brazil. Overall, understanding the transnational nature of RMVE and AAGAVE will be key to dismantling extremist networks and containing the threat they pose to the United States.
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